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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report (GWW)
Dear Global Watch Weekly Member
Marvel Studios has been enjoying a successful run of movies, an explosion in comic sales, and an evergrowing fan base for quite some time now - but things weren't always this easy. Two decades back, the
beloved comic publisher turned geek industry giant was at it's lowest point, filing for bankruptcy and losing
properties that would take years of hard work to even make a compromise on.

Things began to change in the late '90s, when Marvel began to find its feet again: Blade was a hit, and XMen began to finally move ahead at Fox. The pickings for Marvel, however, were slim: Blade made $70m at
the box office, but the reward for Marvel, according to a Slate article, was a measly $25,000. The X-Men and
Spider-Man movies were huge hits, but Marvel only saw a small percentage of the profits.
In 2003, a talent agent named David Maisel came to Marvel's management with a proposal. Why not produce
the movies under your own banner, and reap the profits for yourself? And if you're producing your own
movies, why can't the stories cross over with each other, just like they do in the comics?
So began Marvel's Cinematic Universe, a formula for action films that had only been lightly explored before
by franchises such as Star Wars and Indiana Jones. This idea would go on to create a blockbuster industry
for Marvel in less than ten years, and gave credit to the very idea of a larger, expanded universe with multiple
storylines in film format.
However Marvel is a giant feeder into a much bigger storyline, one which sees the release of movies in 2016
which are saturated with hidden messages to infiltrate the pop culture consciousness as the global elite
proceed with their Age of Aquarius campaign in an attempt to Nihilistically destroy our world and supplant it
with the one of their choosing.
In this edition of GWW we take a look at a simply fantastic insight provided by Isaac Weishaupt on upcoming
movies to be released in 2016, and a common theme which smacks of a deliberate attempt to aggressively
push through a number of specific agenda’s for 2016; the deification of man, the corruption of our youth and
the demise of Christianity.
Enjoy this edition.
Rema Marketing Team

THE 2016 AGENDA
THE ALL SEEING EYE
First, let’s start with the low-lying fruit, the symbol
that gets used so often. This esoteric symbol of
course, is the All Seeing Eye.

We see this sign prevalent in the entertainment
industry as seen in the image below.

I’ll start with a film that was actually released in
2015. Star Wars: The Force Awakens was
strategically launched near the Winter Solstice on
December 18th. This was around the time of the
pagan holiday known as Yule, or Saturnalia.

This is a time for occultists to revere the dark side
of the human psyche since the earth is also
subjected to the darkest time of year. Here the
sun is at its lowest altitude and some even claim
human sacrifices were committed to appease the
gods during Saturnalia. How appropriate to have
mankind peer into their dark side as we’re
subjected to the science fiction tale that explores
this exact concept.
We already knew the deal behind the film
because of the sequence of movie posters
showing us the All Seeing Eye of Horus.

The director of the latest Star Wars film is J.J.
Abrams (seen below), and here we see that he is
hip to the occult knowledge by pointing to his
head (or perhaps even his All Seeing Eye), a
symbol used by many to convey that they
understand the esoteric language:

What promises to be the most symbolism rich
film of 2016 is Gods of Egypt. In this film we’ll see
the origins of many symbols that have been
utilized by the global elite to penetrate the
subconscious mind of the world since the times
of antiquity.
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The right eye of Horus symbolizes the sun while
the left eye symbolizes the moon - which tells us
that Horus has a balance of both sides of nature.
The male aspect is symbolized by the sun (right
eye) and represents masculine principles of fire,
dominance, strength, etc. The female aspect is
symbolized by the moon (left eye) and represents
feminine principles of liquid, fluidity, change in
emotion, etc.
Presumably the story follows the Egypt
mythology of Set killing his brother Osiris in an
attempt to take the throne of Egypt. Osiris’ wife
Isis locates all of the pieces of his body, minus
the phallus. Isis then receives help from Thoth to
magically re-attach a golden phallus (the obelisk)
in order to conceive a child (Horus) after Osiris’
death.
Set and Horus would grow up with contention
between them (obviously), but Set is the Lord of
Darkness (sometimes referred to as “Typhon“)
and he removes the eye(s) of Horus as well. This
tale has existed through esoteric tradition with the
All Seeing Eye being used a symbol for various
meanings.

Horus All Seeing Eye from Thoth

In occult initiations it is always emphasized that
one should find a balance of both extremes and
become a bit androgynous in order to become
more enlightened and move beyond the didactic
way of thinking. You could view this in a positive
manner or more of a conspiratorial manner and
claim that they are trying to lead people off the
path of believing in God and His creation (since
it’s defying the male-female nature he made).

Gods of Egypt All Seeing Eye of Horus

Notice the similarity between the image above in
the movie and the image below of Kate Perry in
her “Dark Horse” music video..

Quentin Tarantino’s latest effort called The
Hateful Eight features more of the same symbol;
this time we see Jennifer Jason Leigh (above)
with the blackened eye with the secret vow of
silence – suggesting she won’t reveal the truth
behind the symbols:
Leonardo DiCaprio and Tom Hardy are featured
in the highly acclaimed film The Revenant which
revealed the All Seeing Eye on the movie poster.
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archetype of the “cosmic force” and before The
Revenant is over we see this come into play.
We see the spiral appear in several films and
shows so be aware that this is the global elite
overall goal to push the evolution of
consciousness (transhumanism) and to eradicate
the Christocentric view of the world.

In the film, we see Leonardo DiCaprio’s character
with a flask that has the dark spiral arm engraved
on it. This spiral is a symbol meant to convey the
evolution of consciousness from internal to
external (or vice-versa). It’s a symbol that tells us
we can incrementally reflect on our place in the
universe and even how nature operates.
On this journey of life we have similar
experiences over and over but as we evolve as
humans we are able to see them from a different
perspective by leveraging our own experiences
and knowledge in order to see them from a new
light each time. This is the evolution our
character goes through in the film, his spiritual
journey.

Carl Jung told us that the spiral represents the

Another film being released with the All Seeing
Eye symbolism is Warcraft.
This is another fantasy film that has captured the
minds of the youth. The video game it is based
off of has its player obsessed with it (to say the
least). The film will revolve around a land called
Azeroth in which humans live only to be
threatened by a dark portal that opens up and
allows alien orcs to invade.
I find it curious that we know CERN in
Switzerland is attempting to open portals
(through the Hadron Collider) such as this which
begs the question of why we need to even do
this. Furthermore, the land in Warcraft is called
Azeroth, which is the same name given to the
prince of “elemental evil” in Dungeons & Dragons
Another film called Moonwalkers will take a look
at the theory that Stanley Kubrick really did fake
the moon landings in 1969. In the trailer for this
film we see a set that is not only reminiscent of A
Clockwork Orange but utilizes the All Seeing Eye
multiple times as you can see in coming
example.
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already at hand because most people don’t
actually understand the more advanced laws of
science (and how can blame them, we’re kept
quite busy worrying about the immediate future,
economy, Facebook, etc.).

Somewhat ironically the film distributer that
picked Moonwalkers up is called “Alchemy” which
is the concept laid out in 2001: A Space Odyssey
through the black monolith.

I’m not saying science isn’t a valid way of
describing the natural world; however I am saying
that science does no good at explaining the
supernatural. If you believe that there is nothing
supernatural that exists in our world then you’re
at odds with most of the planet and even the
occultists.
That being said, the global elite will use anything
to their advantage and even though they believe
in the supernatural, they may very well use
science and evolution to support their pushes on
transhumanism and/or alien takeovers. You see;
they are looking for immortality and the evolution
of consciousness. They believe they’ve been
given higher powers and esoteric knowledge in
order to lead us down this path to the New World
Order in which chaos rules supreme. The
destruction of religion and the “old world” is the
first step and they’re working overtime to push for
this.
Let’s take a look at some of the films that push
one of these cornerstones to evolution through
transhumanism, aliens, or evolution.

THE ALIEN INVASION
There is more prep-work in garnering interest for
the alien takeover coming our way. Of course, it’s
hard to argue against making these films
because quite frankly; who doesn’t enjoy an alien
film? However, the sinister viewpoint of this is
that the global elite are framing a future in which
we’ll accept aliens upon their arrival as either a
threat or our furthered evolved gods.
The aim of the alien takeover will be to destroy
faith in all religions through the means of science.
We’ve already heard NASA campaigning for
proof of aliens by 2025 so it’s not like scientists
(particularly evolutionary scientists) wouldn’t be
on board with this. The dogma of scientific rule is

A film called Terminus features a story depicting
the evolution towards an alien level intelligence
and in the trailer they tell us it is beyond
evolution; it is “creation.”

The All Seeing Eye guides the evolution of mankind in Terminus

The word “Terminus” actually refers to the
Roman god of sacrifice, and that’s precisely how
it was used in ahit series The Walking Dead.
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There is one actor that seems to be getting
various roles that are connected together in
regards to transhumanism, aliens, mutant
evolutions etc. You may remember him from ExMachina, a film that revolves around the
transhumanism movement and the crossing of
the singularity:

Is Oscar Isaac somehow privy to the big Agenda
and is being involved in films that push the
message of global elite desires? These films
seek to add to the idea that we can destroy the
world that is in existence and repopulate it with
advanced
humans/mutants
or
robotic
transhuman entities that are more intelligent than
mankind.
To add another piece of fuel to that fire; the actor
Domhnall Gleeson is also appearing in similar
films like Harry Potter, Star Wars (as General
Hux), The Revenant, and Ex Machina.

He also plays Poe in Star Wars: The Force
Awakens.

Another film that promises to bring some
interesting ideas is Batman v Superman. There is
significant hidden occult symbolism in this film,
and we find it predominantly in regards to the
alien-demon connection as mentioned in the
movie.
Devils don’t come from the Hell beneath us, they come
from the sky.

We also see a variant on the eye symbolism with
the posters featuring the eyes removed perhaps
a symbol of soulless entities or maybe
suggesting these “superheroes” aren’t super after
all; just evil:

as well as
Apocalypse.

Apocalypse

in

2016’s

X-Men:
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Independence Day 2: Resurgence adds to the
big UFO scare by showing us the return of the
aliens (similar to the Ancient Alien theory that
suggests aliens created us and periodically
intervene to help or even destroy us).

AEON OF HORUS- CHILD GOD WORSHIP
AND THE “EVOLUTION” OF MANKIND
Occultists believe that we are currently in an age
of child-god worship known as the Aeon of
Horus. This phrase was coined by British
occultist Aleister Crowley as a time of “magical
and religious expression.” He believed that he
was “divinely” inspired to usher this age in which
is why he dictated the Will of the Law and created
the religion known as Thelema.

Aliens and UFOs appear to be a major
component to this new age the occultists seek to
bring about. I believe it is because we’re being
trained to fear and respect aliens. Shows on the
History Channel like Ancient Aliens play on this
idea that aliens could’ve been our seed of
creation and that they are our true gods.

The progression of ages went from the Aeon of
Isis (goddess worship), to the Aeon of Osiris
(phallus worship and a time of great wars and
destruction), to the final and current age: the
Aeon of Horus. This Aeon of Horus will be a time
when mankind enters into self-actualization and
can become a god of their own; without the need
for organized religion to guide them.

The aliens and UFOs could possibly make an
appearance and it will potentially implement the
break up of organized religion, societal beliefs,
and other structures. SETI and other research
groups have prepared for this by putting postcontact plans in writing (Declaration of Principles
for Activities Following the Detection of
Extraterrestrial Intelligence).

The child will dominate in this third age in which
we’ll experience unprecedented individualization
and a world where every person is able to pursue
their own True Will as they see fit. If you don’t
see this playing out in the real world I’d advise
you to get on social media and see the vast
amount of narcissism and individualism available.

The main point is that aliens and UFOs are so
embedded in our entertainment and real world
that it’s quickly becoming acceptable to believe in
them. I’m not suggesting that I don’t believe in
them, but I am more concerned with the potential
for manipulation by these entities that are actually
fallen angels, demons or a combination of both.
How fitting it is that Aleister Crowley, dubbed
titles such as the “world’s most wicked man” and
“the great beast” contacted an
entity from the “Other Side” named
Lam - the first ‘grey’ alien which
was documented well before the
emergence
of
the
UFO
phenomena during the 20th
century. Now in popular UFO
culture and abduction cases the
existence of little beings known as greys” are
widespread.

We’ve got an assortment of films supporting this
time of the “crowned and conquering child” that
Aleister Crowley described as the Aeon of Horus.
If you base reality upon films you must believe
that the youth are somehow going to save the
world from impending doom. This marks a
dynamic change in films where we traditionally
saw an adult male saving the world (e.g. Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Will Smith, Tom Cruise, etc.) to
young boys or girls.
Particularly; there seems to be a theme of
militarizing the young girls through these films.
Theorists Freeman and Jamie Hanshaw have
spoken of this in the past as the warrior-princess
programming, but this seems to be a slight twist
where the girls are being programmed as the
warriors now.

www.globalwatchweekly.com
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The last few years saw waves of warrior
programming of young women when Katniss took
up her bow in the Hunger Games trilogy, and
2016 is grabbing the baton to push it further.

All Seeing Eye of Horus in The 5th Wave

In The 5th Wave we follow the story of Cassie
Sullivan as waves of aliens attack the planet
Earth. Cassie is a 16 year old girl who is the only
hope to save her 5 year old brother in this
dystopian tale that the USA Today said

Another similar tale/trilogy concludes in 2016 with
Divergent: Allegiant. This tale is also a young
adult novel set that focuses on another dystopian
future where people are divided into certain
classes. Those that don’t conform are called
“Divergents” which is what our main character is.

Tris Prior is again; a 16 year old female who has
the future of all mankind resting on her shoulders.
Apparently children are the only ones capable of
independent critical thinking, combined with the
“…should do for aliens what Twilight did for vampires as
it brings outer-space entities to Earth for the sole purpose combative know-how and testicular fortitude to
of complete annihilation of mankind” – Brian Truitt, USA stand up against the tyranny of evil. Or so
Today, May 6th, 2013
Hollywood wants us to think in this Aeon of

In the trailer we see more of the warrior
programming of the youth:
“You will think, move and act like soldiers.

Horus.
Why is this happening?…
destruction of the old world.

Again;

it’s

the

The occultists seek to push us fully past the Aeon
of Osiris which was dominated by male principles
such as war and aggression.
Another child-super hero concept is found in
Midnight Special where we follow an eight year
old boy with special powers as they are chased
by religious extremists and government agents.
In the trailer you hear…
“He is not like us…“

www.globalwatchweekly.com
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…and later we hear Adam Driver’s character
(the actor who played Kylo Ren in Star Wars) tell
the boy that he is being viewed as the “savior.”

arts. I find it necessary to add here proof that
there is definitely something to be concerned with
when getting involved with these paranormal
activities:
“There shall not be found among you anyone who practices
witchcraft, or a soothsayer, or one who interprets omens, or
a sorcerer, or one who conjures spells, or a medium, or a
spiritist, or one who calls up the dead. For all who do these
things are an abomination to the Lord, and because of
these abominations the Lord your God drives them out
from before you. You shall be blameless before the Lord
your God. For these nations which you will dispossess
listened to soothsayers and diviners; but as for you, the
Lord your God has not appointed such for you.”– Deut.
18:10-14

Again- it’s a breakdown of the old world where
organized religion and government must go so
the global elite can replace it with the world they
desire.
It seems that we could either look at this trend of
young teenage heroes one of two ways. First, it
could merely be a demographic situation where
the producers are seeking a certain age for the
audience. Second, we could argue that this is a
push for Crowley’s Aeon of Horus. The “crowned
and conquering child” will reign supreme in the
future and these stories are paving the way to
plant that into the subconscious.

Even if you don’t believe in Christianity or the
Bible’s teachings; you must consider that these
practices have been around for a long time and I
believe it is for good reason. They work because
there does exist a world of the supernatural and
making contact with them does result in opening
the door for them to cross into peoples lives.
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them is a
book written by J.K. Rowling (under a
pseudonym) as a guide to many creatures in a
magical context. In the foreword, Dumbledore
states:
“…the amusing creatures described hereafter are
fictional and cannot hurt you.”

Yet the reality is that
creatures can hurt you

these

supernatural

WITCHCRAFT AND THE DARK ARTS
The last several years of entertainment has given
us more than enough interest in occult practices
that should’ve came with warning messages. For
instance; there are many shows about hunting
ghosts, UFOs, Bigfoot, or other supernatural
The Pentagram in Fantastic Beasts
entities. Many groups have been formed that
seek to pursue contact with these spirits, entities, The story for the film Fantastic Beasts and Where
or creatures.
to Find Them revolves around a wizard who
When parents complained about the Harry Potter enters New York with a case full of “magical
books and films it was scoffed at by most, but creatures” that have been let loose. Just like with
there is something to be said for having the the Harry Potter series, Rowling lets loose at
introducing the young to the supernatural world.
uneducated and uninitiated dabble with the dark
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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You see the likes of Rowling and others have
influenced a directive to create these types of
children’s films in an attempt to garner the
youth’s interest in magick. In time I’m confident
we’ll see films glorifying Aleister Crowley and the
like with their ceremonial magick (which isn’t far
from sex magick, demon conjuring, and similar
dark arts).

true witching hour is 3AM; not midnight.

“The girls say the witching hour arrives at midnite. I say it
comes at 3 in the morning”

Supposedly the reason for this is because Jesus
Christ was crucified at 3PM and the witching hour
is the inverse (recall that Devil worshipping
requires inversion of things like crosses).
Crowley himself was very interested in conjuring
up magical creatures and beasts as is evident in
the Boleskine House he purchased on the Loch
Ness in order to summon demons, which must’ve
been quite successful if you consider the many
people that inhabited it after him, including Led
Zeppelin’s Jimmy Page who have killed
themselves, their families, or reported seeing and
hearing
supernatural
phenomenon.
The
Boleskine House eventually burned down in
2015.

MTV is creating a television adaptation of a
fantasy book series called The Shannara
Chronicles in which we see a familiar plot of
young adolescents attempting to save the world.
In this tale we see the use of occult knowledge as
the savior when the characters learn the
techniques of druid magic and sigils.

In 2016 we’ll see another tale of Ed and Lorraine
Warren’s supernatural investigations in The
Conjuring 2. On the trailer we see a lot of what
we’d expect to see from this film; like inverted
crosses:
The story follows a similar one to that of Star
Wars because there is the “Darth Vader” type
druid that uses the magic for evil and becomes
very powerful.

We also see the attack of evil at the witching hour
of 3AM.
A Disney film called The BFG has a trailer in
which we hear a little girl tell us correctly that the
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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SyFy has a television series called The
Magicians being released that promotes the
practice of magic through scenes of action and
sexuality. The show’s premise is about a man
named Quentin Coldwater who discovers that
“the magical world from his favorite childhood
books is real and poses a danger to humanity“.

for The Magicians directly tells the audience what
to do…
SUPER HUMANS AND EVOLUTION
Father Seraphim Rose wrote a book in the 1960s
called Orthodoxy and the Religion of the Future
in which he lays out an agenda that we’ve
unfortunately seen come true in the last 50 years.
I believe that his theories of the Antichrist’s
entrance into the world of pop culture are true.

Another character named Stella Maeve becomes
a member of a secret society- not all that different
from ceremonial magicians of the Spiritual and
Victorian Eras of the early 2000s. The story
progresses through how these magicians attempt
to contact the dead, levitation and necromancy
which is how they summon “The Beast” (very
similar to ceremonial magick and Aleister
Crowley’s pursuits).
This is precisely the sequence of seduction that
the entertainment industry is providing. They
started with the Harry Potter series (which also
progressed through the white and black magic)
and are now appealing to this same generation
who is now older. They’re now using sex to sell
magic along with a direct message promoting the
“taboo” of magic:

For instance, he talks about how the center of
thought will revolve around an “improved” form of
man which is what we see with various forms of
super heroes and transhumanism characters.
The message behind these characters is that
these super-men have outgrown the limitations
found in the common man (God’s creation).
These characters have less personality but are
more in tune with the spiritual teachings of many
Eastern religions like Hinduism and Buddhism.
Father Rose lays out an argument that many of
these Eastern religions can lead one astray into
attempted contact with extraterrestrial entities.

It has become very clear that the Agenda
includes the use of magic- which isn’t so far from
witchcraft, divination, and other occult practices
that we’ve long been warned of. In fact, the trailer

Practices like Yoga and Transcendental
Meditation were originally practiced in a religious
sense in order to accomplish such a contact, so I
find it hard to argue against that theory.

www.globalwatchweekly.com
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Even more evidence lies in the popularity of the
Star Wars franchise in which we see our heroes
in touch with the “Force” which is not God; but
rather a pervasive consciousness that the person
can tap into either the light or the dark side.
A film that may not make the 2016 cut (perhaps
2017) is Doctor Strange. This is another Marvel
Comics adaptation which is about a man who
protects earth from the evil side of magic and
supernatural powers.

This doctor is a master and practitioner of white &
black magic- as are most of his opponents. His
comic book origins were in the 1960s when the
hippie counter culture was focused on
metaphysics and mysticism- providing a
welcoming audience for the good doctor, so it
should be interesting to see what angle the film
takes on the character.

This could be a demon or any other entity; or
maybe just a positive energy they seek to bring
into their life.
It is claimed by freemasons that King Solomon
used a six pointed star to control demons in the
creation of his temple. Similarly, Manly P. Hall’s
“An Encyclopedic Outline of Masonic, Hermetic,
Quabbalist
and
Rosicrucian
Symbolical
Philosophy” shows us a demon (that looks very
similar to Yoda…) being evoked within a
pentagram as the practitioner utilizes sigils of
protection around him:

Captain America: Civil War is another film that
seeks to merge multiple story lines of super
heroes together. In it we see Captain America
and Iron Man opposing one another over the
legislation of super humans.
Captain America: Civil War shows us the black and white duality
on the floor

The teaser trailer and images tell us that this
magical film will definitely use the esoteric
symbols we’ve spoken of already. This includes
the Eye of Agamotto around his neck which was
actually designed after the Buddhist All Seeing
Eye.
It also appears that he is using sigils which could
be indicative of chaos and ceremonial magic. The
sigil is used by the practitioners in order to
represent whatever it is they desire to manifest.
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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One of the darkest superhero films we can
expect to see is X-Men: Apocalypse. I say this
because the character named Apocalypse was
the first mutant who comes back to destroy the
world and create a “New World Order.”

This isn’t unlike the various themes we’ve been
exploring here. A supernatural entity “cleansing”
the planet to pave way for a better version of life
is precisely what the Big Agenda believes in.
Entertainment Weekly published an article about
this film and Oscar Isaac who plays the character
of Apocalypse (the actor from Ex Machina and
Star Wars: The Force Awakens) described him
as follows:
“…When things start to go awry, or when things seem
like they’re not moving towards evolution, he destroys
those civilizations.”

The rest of the X-Men need no introduction
because they are various super-humans with
various mystical and magical abilities like
levitation, mind control, ESP, etc. All of these
traits can be tied into various claims about Hindu
Yogis and other “enlightened” occultists.
I believe that all of these super hero films will
eventually converge into a storyline that is
ironically called “The Illuminati.” This group was
discussed in the New Avengers comic book line
and is described as a group of superheroes who
have joined forces to work behind the scenes to
thwart future alien invasions.
Could it be that the “real” Illuminati are seeking to
not only sympathize for dark heroes, but to also
make the term “Illuminati” one that is associated
with support for the group? It may seem all too
obvious but I feel that they are preparing us for
that since the main members of the Marvel
Illuminati include Tony Stark (Iron Man),
Professor X, and Doctor Strange.

CONCLUSION
It can be seen that the alien & UFO agenda is a
tool of the global elite. Carl Jung wrote about this
in Flying Saucers where he said aliens were
psychological and religious in meaning. Other
scientists have supported this argument in stating
that there is a mental component to the belief in
extraterrestrials. Meanwhile we’ve seen the
expansion of government funded projects to
explore the potential of extraterrestrial life which
begs the question of how we’ve gone from a
period where many were ridiculed for believing in
aliens to widespread belief in aliens in such a
short time span.
I believe it is because of pop culture and
entertainment’s relentless portrayal of these
aliens and super humans along with the increase
in computer processing speed which makes
religious movements such as transhumanism
possible.
Many great minds have said that we’ve been
groomed to see these entities through science
fiction tales which will only continue into 2016. I
merely would like us to be aware that there is a
deceptive practice at hand so don’t get sucked
into it.
When will we face the decision of which path to
take? The popularizing of Eastern religions such
as Buddhism and Hinduism suggest that there is
a coordinated effort to take Christianity down and
pave the way for “individual” beliefs systems that
will have the practitioners pursuing contact with
other worldly entities and ultimately the ushering
in of the next stage of evolution which is more of
a revolution because it seeks the end of the
human race. The ushering in of Aleister
Crowley’s Aeon of Horus indicates that
transhumanism is this next phase of mankind,
and the entertainment we absorb suggests it’s
already here.
“For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against
the rulers, against the powers, against the world forces of
this darkness, against the spiritual forces of wickedness in
the heavenly places. Therefore, take up the full armor of
God, so that you will be able to resist in the evil day, and
having done everything, to stand firm. “ Ephesians 6:12-13
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